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In memory of Serge Lang
Introduction
In this paper we investigate some consequences of the Gross/Zagier
type formulae which were introduced by Gross and Zagier and then
generalized in various directions by Hatcher, Zhang, Kudla and others
[GZ, Gro, Hat2, Zha, DZ]. Let us now recall these formulae in the
classical context. Denote by K an imaginary quadratic field of dis-
criminant −D say, with associated quadratic character χ−D = (−D· ),
Ψ a character of the ideal class group Pic(OK) of K, H the upper half
plane, and gΨ the weight one theta series associated with Ψ:
gΨ(z) =
∑
m≥0
rΨ(m)q
m, q = exp(2piιz), z ∈ H,
where for m ≥ 1
rΨ(m) =
∑
N(a)=m
Ψ(a)
and a ⊂ OK ranging over the OK-ideal of norm m. We will denote the
trivial character of Pic(OK) by 1K .
Now let f be an holomorphic new cuspform of level N coprime with
D, trivial nebentypus and weight 2k:
f(z) =
∑
m≥1
am(f)q
m.
Depending on how the primes dividing N split in K, the Gross/Zagier
formula expresses the central value at s = k (or the derivative of that
value) of the Rankin-Selberg L-function
L(s, f,Ψ) := L(2s, χ−D)
∑
m≥1
am(f)rΨ(m)m
−s
1
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in term of an intersection/height pairing of the f -isotypic component
eΨ,f of a cycle eΨ living on some Hecke module M = Mk,N : Denoting
this pairing by 〈·, ·〉M and the Petersson inner product on S2k(N) by
〈f, g〉 =
∫
Y0(N)
= f(z)g(z)y2k−2dxdy,
where Y0(N) denotes the open modular curve Γ0(N)\H, one has
(1) ck,K
L(i)(k, f,Ψ)
〈f, f〉 = 〈eΨ,f , eΨ,f〉M
for some constant ck,K > 0 and the order of derivative i = iK,N is 0
or 1 (depending on the sign of the functional equation). Originally the
formula was proven as follows (for i = 0): let M2k(N) (resp. S2k(N))
denote the space of holomorphic forms (resp. cusp forms) of weight 2k
level N and trivial nebentypus. The map
f 7→ L(s, f,Ψ)
being linear on S2k(N), can be represented by a kernel f 7→ 〈f,GΨ〉
for some GΨ ∈M2k(N) (same for the first derivative). By the Rankin-
Selberg theory
L(k, f,Ψ) =
∫
Y0(N)
f(z)gΨ(z)E2k−1(z)y
(2k+1)/2−2dxdy
for a suitable holomorphic Eisenstein series E2k−1 of weight 2k−1. The
determination of GΨ amounts to first taking the trace from level N
′ =
lcm(4, N) to N , and then computing the projection of gΨ(z)E2k−1(z)
on M2k(N). This can be done and one infers from the computation
of the Fourier expansion of gΨ(z)E2k−1(z), that the Fourier coefficients
am(GΨ) of GΨ are relatively elementary expressions involving the arith-
metical functions rΨ and variants thereof: see below for an example.
One the other hand, using the theory of complex multiplication, Gross
and Zagier, and subsequently other people, showed by an auxiliary
computation that
GΨ(z) = a0(GΨ) +
∑
m≥1
〈TmeΨ, eΨ〉Mqm
where Tm denote the m-th Hecke operator acting on the module M .
The final result follows then from a formal argument involving the mul-
tiplicity one theorem. The main observation underlying this paper is
that the above computation provides formally an expression for the
average of the central values L(k, f,Ψ). Namely, if Snew2k (N) denote the
set of arithmetically normalized new forms, then {f/〈f, f〉1/2}f∈Snew
2k
(N)
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may be completed to an orthonormal basis of S2k(N). Then decompos-
ing GΨ along such an orthonormal basis, and taking the m-th Fourier
coefficient in the above decomposition, one deduces, for any m ≥ 1,∑
f∈Snew
2k
(N)
L(k, f,Ψ)
〈f, f〉 am(f) = am(GΨ) + +Aold(m) +AEis(m),
where Aold(m), resp. AEis(m), is the contribution from the old forms,
resp. the Eisenstein series, of weight 2k and level N . In principle,
the Eisenstein series contribution could be evaluated explicitly, while
the old forms contribution could be computed by induction on N by
following the same scheme, though there is an added complication of
finding a suitable orthonormal basis. We shall consider here the nicest
possible situation for which these additional contributions have a par-
ticularly simple expression, in fact where the old part vanishes! There-
fore we obtain, by the first step of the proof of the Gross/Zagier type
formulae, a simple expression for the first moment∑
f∈Snew
2k
(N)
L(k, f,Ψ)
〈f, f〉 am(f).
Let us turn to a more specific example. Set h = hK = |Pic(OK)|, the
class number of K, u = |O×K/{±1}|, and
R(m) :=


h/2u, m = 0∑
a⊂OK
N(a)=m
1, m ≥ 1 ,
Moreover extend, for any ideal class group character Ψ, the definition
of rΨ(m) to m = 0 by setting
rΨ(0) =
{
0, if Ψ 6= 1K
h/2u, if Ψ = 1K .
We also set
σN(m) =
∑
d|m
(d,N)=1
d
Specializing to a generalization by Hatcher [Hat2, Hat1] of a formula
of Gross [Gro], we obtain
Theorem 1. Let −D < 0 be an odd fundamental discriminant; let N
be a prime which inert in K = Q(
√−D) and let k ≥ 2 be an even
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integer. For Ψ a character of Pic(OK), then for any positive integer
m, we have the following exact identity:
(2)
(2k − 2)!D1/2u2
2pi(4pi)2k−1
∑
f∈F2k(N)
L(f,Ψ, k)
〈f, f〉 am(f) =
− δ 12h
2
N − 1σN (m) + um
k−1rΨ(m)h+ u
2mk−1
mD
N∑
n=1
Φk(n,Ψ, N)
Here
Φk(n,Ψ, N) = d((n,D))δ1(Ψ)R(n)rΨ(mD − nN)Pk−1(1− 2nN
mD
),
with Pk−1 denoting the (k − 1)-th Legendre polynomial; δ ∈ {0, 1} is 1
iff (k,Ψ) = (1, 1K); δ1(Ψ) ∈ {0, 1} is 1 if D is prime, and when D is
composite, it is 1 iff Ψ2 = 1K and there exist ideals a, b, of respective
norms mD − nN and n, such that, for a prime ideal Q congruent to
−N mod D, the class of abQ is a square in Pic(OK).
An asymptotic formula involving the average on the left was first
established for k = 1,Ψ = 1K by W. Duke ([Duk]), which spurred a
lot of other work, including that of Iwaniec and Sarnak ([IS1]) relating
it to the problem of Siegel zeros for L(s, χ−D). In the work of the
second named author with J. Rogawski ([RR]), a different proof of
Duke’s result was given (for all weights), using Jacquet’s relative trace
formula involving the integration of the kernel over the square of the
split torus, and in addition, the intervening measure was identified.
It is important to note that one obtains a stability theorem when N
is sufficiently large compared with D and m, and this could perhaps be
considered the most unexpected consequence of our approach. Indeed,
when N > mD, the sum on the far right of the identity furnished by
Theorem 1 becomes zero, and our exact average simplifies as follows:
Corollary 1. (Stability) With the above notations and assumptions,
suppose moreover N > mD, then one has
(2k − 2)!D1/2u2
2pi(4pi)2k−1
∑
f∈F2k(N)
L(f,Ψ, k)
〈f, f〉 am(f) =
− δ 12h
2
N − 1σN (m) + um
k−1rΨ(m)h
We call the range N > mD, the stable range. As one can check with
other instances of the Gross/Zagier formulas, such as for the derivative
in the case of odd order of vanishing, this phenomenon appears to be
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quite general. It has been recently generalized to Hilbert modular forms
of square-free level by B. Feigon and D. Whitehouse ([FW]), using the
relative trace formula, now by integrating the kernel over a non-split
torus.
When Ψ = 1K , we have the factorization
L(s, f, 1K) = L(s, fK) = L(s, f)L(s, f ⊗ χ−D),
where fK denotes the base change of f to K, L(s, f) the Hecke L-
function of f , and f ⊗ χ−D the twist of f by χ−D. Thus for m = 1
and N > D, we get the following explicit identity involving the class
number of K:
(2k − 2)!D1/2u
2pi(4pi)2k−1
∑
f∈F2k(N)
L(k, f)L(k, f ⊗ χ−D)
〈f, f〉 = h
(
1− δ 12h
u(N − 1)
)
In the weight 2 case, as N is taken to be a prime here, the cardinality of
F2(N) is just the genus g0(N) of the compactification X0(N) of Y0(N).
It is amusing to note that when g0(N) is zero, one finds that
h =
(N − 1)u
12
,
implying that h = 1 when (−D,N) is (−3, 5), (−7, 13), (−8, 13) or
(−11, 13), agreeing with known data. Similarly, X0(11) is an ellip-
tic curve E/Q, and if we denote by E−D the −D-twist of E, we see,
for D = 3, that the algebraic special value A(1, E)A(1, E−3) is just
1/5. In general one gets more complicated identities, involving average
central values, which are all compatible with the Birch and Swinnerton-
Dyer conjecture for E, E−D, and the Shafarevich-Tate groups Sh(E),
Sh(E−D).
0.1. Application to the subconvexity problem. We now discuss
some simple applications of the above exact average formula, the first
one being a subconvex estimate for the central values L(k, f,Ψ). We
refer to [IS2] for a general discussion on the subconvexity problem. In
the present case the convexity bound is given by
(3) L(k, f,Ψ)≪ε (kND)εkN1/2D1/2,
for any ε > 0. We prove here
Corollary 2. Preserve the notations of Theorem 1. Then for any
ε > 0, we have
L(k, f,Ψ)≪ε (kDN)εkN1/2D1/2
( 1
N1/2
+
N1/2
D1/2
)
.
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In particular this improves on convexity as long as
(kD)δ ≤ N ≤ D(kD)−δ
for some fixed δ > 0.
Note that this breaks convexity for any fixed k, as long as N is
between Dδ and D1−δ. The beauty is that we can also vary k in an
appropriate region, obtaining a hybrid subconvexity.
At this point we do not know of any application to these subconvex
estimates, but we are intrigued by them because they come for free
and seem to be hard to prove with the current methods of analytic
number theory (eg. see [DFI, KMV]). Note also that such bounds are
fundamentally limited to the critical center s = k. For a generalization
to the Hilbert modular case, where Ψ is allowed to be any ray class
character, see [FW].
0.2. Application to non-vanishing problems. Another line of ap-
plication addresses the existence of f for which L(k, f,Ψ) does not
vanish. Indeed several variants of such problems have been considered
in the past by various methods [Duk, IS1, KM, OS, Vat2]. Here we ob-
tain non-vanishing results which are valid with a fairly large uniformity
in the parameters, and again such uniformity seems hard to achieve by
purely analytic methods.
Theorem 2. Assumptions being as for Theorem A. Suppose that
N ≫δ D1/2+δ
for some δ > 0, then there exists f ∈ Snew2k (N) such that
L(k, f,Ψ) 6= 0.
The same conclusion holds as long as N > D and either k 6= 1 or
Ψ 6= 1K.
When Ψ = 1K , we also obtain non-vanishing result in a somewhat
greater range:
Theorem 3. Suppose Ψ = 1K, k = 1 and
h <
N − 1
12
.
Then there exist f such that
L(k, f)L(k, f ⊗ χ−D) 6= 0.
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Non-vanishing theorems of this kind, with an explicit dependence
between N and D (like N > D or N − 1 > 12h), are of some interest.
For instance, in the paper [Mer], Merel needs to consider the following
problem: Given a prime p and a character χ of conductor p which
is not even and quadratic, does there exist an f ∈ F2(p) such that
L(1, f⊗χ) 6= 0? In the appendix of that paper, the first named author
and E. Kowalski prove that this is the case when p is greater than
an explicit but very large number. In particular, it has so far not
been possible to answer the problem numerically in the finitely many
remaining cases; this has been answered however for p < 1000 [MS].
Closer to the main concern of the present paper, Ellenberg [Ell1, Ell2]
uses analytic methods to prove the non-vanishing of the twisted L-
function L(1, f ⊗χ−4) for some f in F2(N) for N of the form p2 or 2p2
(p an odd prime) and with prescribed eigenvalues at the Atkin/Lehner
operators w2, wp, subject to an explicit lower bound on p. Ellenberg
concludes from this the non-existence of primitive integral solutions to
the generalized Fermat equation A4 + B2 = Cp as long as p > 211;
that this equation has only a finite number of primitive solutions is a
theorem of Darmon and Granville. Another related set of examples is
in the work of Dieulefait and Urroz ([DU]). In a sequel to this paper
under preparation ([MR]), we will develop a suitable generalization
of the exact average formula to a class of composite levels N , and
investigate similar questions by modifying the method. This extension
is subtle for three reasons: N is not square-free, D is not odd, and
N,D are not relatively prime.
0.3. Nonvanishing modulo p. The exactness of the Gross/Zagier
formulae even enable us to obtain average non-vanishing results for the
algebraic part of the L(k, f,Ψ) modulo suitable primes p. Again, such a
question has been considered in the past, see for example [BJK+, Vat2].
However, these earlier works addressed the question of the existence of
the non-vanishing of L(k, f,Ψ) mod p when the form f is fixed and
when the character Ψ varies. Here our results go in the other direction
as we fix p and let N and f vary. Given f ∈ F2k(N) and gΨ as above,
we denote by Lalg(k, f,Ψ) the algebraic part of L(k, f,Ψ) (see section
5, (11), for a precise definition). It follows from the work of Shimura
that Lalg(k, f,Ψ) is an algebraic number satisfying the reciprocity law
Lalg(k, f,Ψ)σ = Lalg(k, fσ,Ψσ)
for any σ automorphism of C [Shi].
Theorem 4. Let p > 2k + 1 be a prime, P be a chosen place in Q
above p and let N,D be as in Theorem 1. Suppose moreover that p
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does not divide h = h−D, that N > D, and that N is greater that some
absolute constant. Then there exists f ∈ F2k(N) such that
Lalg(k, f,Ψ) 6≡ 0 (mod P).
Naturally, the question of integrality of Lalg(k, f,Ψ), which is subtle,
and our result only concerns the numerator of the L-value. When
Ψ = 1K , we also prove the following variant:
Theorem 5. Notations and assumptions as in Theorem 4. Suppose
moreover that Ψ = 1 and N > pD. Then there exists f ∈ F2k(N) such
that
√
D(2pi)−2k
L(k, f)L(k, f ⊗ χ−D)
〈f, f〉 ap(f) 6≡ 0 (mod P
2k−1).
The assertion makes sense because the left hand side is (see section
5.1) a p-unit times ap(f) times L
alg(k, f, 1K).
There are two fundamental periods c+(f) and c−(f) associated to f
such that for any Dirichlet character ν, the special value Lalg(k, f ⊗ν),
defined as L(k, f ⊗ ν)/csgn(ν(−1))(f) times a simple factor (see section
5, (12)) is an algebraic number. One gets the near-factorization
ηfL
alg(k, f, 1K) = L
alg(k, f)Lalg(k, f ⊗ χ−D),
where ηf is essentially the order of the congruence module considered
by Hida, Wiles, Taylor, Flach, Diamond, and others, which measures
the congruences f has with other modular forms modulo p. The needed
non-divisibility properties of ηf (for suitable p) are understood (at
least) if f is ordinary or k = 1. Now finally, let us suppose we are
in the classical weight 2 situation, i.e., with Ψ = 1K and k = 1.
Theorem 6. Let p an odd prime not dividing Dh−D, with D odd. Then
there exist infinitely many newforms of f of prime level N and weight
2 such that
num
(
Lalg(1, f ⊗ χ−D)
ηf
)
6≡ 0 (mod p),
where ηf is the order of the congruence module of f .
See section 5 for a discussion of ηf , which measures the congruences
which f may have with other modular forms of the same weight and
level. An analogue of Theorem 6 should also hold, in a suitable range
of p, for forms of higher weight, and this question will be taken up
elsewhere.
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1. The weight 2 case
It may be instructive to explain why the exact average formula holds
in the weight 2 case when Ψ = 1. LetB be a quaternion division algebra
over Q, ramified only at N and ∞, with maximal order R. Put Y is
the associated rational curve such that Aut(Y ) = B∗/Q∗. Put
X = B∗\Y × Bˆ∗/Rˆ∗ = ∪nj=1Γj\Y,
where Bˆ∗ =
∏
p
′B∗p and Rˆ
∗ =
∏
p
R∗p, with each Γj being a finite group.
Then Pic(X) identifies with {e1, e2, . . . , en}, where each ej is the class
of Γj\Y . Since N is inert in K = Q[
√−D], there is an embedding
f ∈ Hom(K,B) = Y (K). It results in certain Heegner points x = (f, b)
of discriminant −D in X , with b ∈ Bˆ∗/Rˆ∗. For any eigenform f , let
cf denote the f -component of c =
∑
A xA, where A runs over ideal
classes of K. Then by a beautiful theorem of B. Gross ([G]), providing
an analogue for the L-value of the Gross-Zagier theorem for the first
derivative, one has
〈cf , cf〉 = u2
√
D
L(1, f)L(1, f ⊗ χ−D)
(f, f)
,
where 〈·, ·〉 is a natural height pairing on Pic(x). We have by orthogo-
nality,
〈c, Tmc〉 = 〈cE, TmcE〉+
∑
f
〈cf , Tmcf 〉,
where Tm is the operator corresponding to the m-the Hecke operator
on M2(N), f runs over newforms in M2(N), and E denotes the unique
(holomorphic) Eisenstein series (of weight 2 and level N). Using the
fact that f and E are Hecke eigenforms, and that 〈cE, cE〉 = 12h2N−1 , we
get by averaging Gross’s formula,
u2
√
|D|
∑
f
L(1, f)L(1, f ⊗ χ−D)
(f, f)
= −σN (m) 12h
2
N − 1 + 〈c, Tmc〉.
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One has
〈c, Tmc〉 =
∑
A
∑
B
〈xB, TmxAB〉.
If we pick q ≡ −N(mod D), with qOK = QQ in K, one sees that
∑
B
〈xB, TmxAB〉 = uhRA(m)+
mD/N∑
n=1
RA(mD−nN)d((n,D))R{QA}(n),
with
R{QA}(n) = |{I : N(I) = n,QAI ∈ Pic(OK)2}|.
Note that R{QA}(n) is just RA(n) when D is prime. The assertion of
Theorem 1 now follows by summing over A. Moreover, when mD is
less than N ,
∑
B
〈xB, TmxAB〉 simply equals uhRA(m), and this furnishes
Corollary 1 (stability) in the weight 2 case.
2. Proof of the main identity for all k ≥ 1
2.1. Preliminaries. For N ≥ 1, let M2k(N) (resp S2k(N)) denote, as
usual, the space of holomorphic modular forms (resp. cusp forms) of
weight 2k level N and trivial character. For f ∈M2k(N), we write the
Fourier expansion at the infinite cusp as
f(z) =
∑
m≥0
am(f)q
m, q = exp(2piız).
We denote by F2k(N), the set of cuspidal new forms f (normalized in
the usual way, so that the first Fourier coefficient a1(f) is 1. Whenever
it converges, we denote the Petersson inner product on M2k(N) by
〈f, g〉 =
∫
Y0(N)
f(z)g(z)y2k−2dxdy.
Let −D < 0 be an odd fundamental discriminant, K = Q(√−D),Ok
the maximal order of K,Pic(OK) the ideal class group, and u = uk =
|OK×|/2. For any ideal class A ∈ Pic(Ok), define
rA(m) =
{
|{a ⊂ OK , N(a) = m, a ∈ A}| if m ≥ 1
1
2u
if m = 0
The theta series
θA(z) =
∑
m≥0
rA(m)q
m, q = exp(2piız)
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is a modular form of weight 1, level D and central character χ−D.
Moreover, for any Ψ ∈ ̂Pic(OK), put
θΨ(z) =
∑
A
Ψ(A)θA(z),
whose Fourier coefficients are then given by
am(θΨ) =
∑
A
Ψ(A)am(θA).
In particular, the constant term a0(θΨ) equals
1
2u
∑
AΨ(A), which is,
by orthogonality, zero iff Ψ 6= 1K , when θΨ is a cusp form. Setting
L(s, f, A) :=
∑
n>1
(n,N)=1
χ−D(n)
n1+1(s−k)
∑
m≥1
am(f)rA(m)
ms
,
one has
L(s, f,Ψ) =
∑
A∈Pic(OK)
Ψ(A)L(s, f, A).
Define a holomorphic function GA on the upper half plane H, invariant
under z → z + 1, by means of its Fourier expansion at infinity:
(2) GA(z) :=
∞∑
m=0
bm,Aq
m,
where
bm,A = m
k−1h
u
rA(Dm)(3)
+mk−1
mD/N∑
n=1
δ(n)rA(mD − nN)R(−NA)(n)Pk−1
(
1− 2nN
mD
)
In this definition, u and R(n) =
∑
A rA(n) are as in the Introduction,
δ(n) is 1 (resp. 2) if (m,D) is 1 (resp. 6= 1), and for r ≥ 0, Pr is the
r-th Legendre polynomial defined by
Pr(x) :=
1
2r
[r/2]∑
m=1
(−1)m
(
r
m
)(
2r − 2m
r
)
xr−2m.
The following result, due to B. Gross, D. Zagier and R. Hatcher, is
crucial to us:
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Theorem 7. GA is a modular form of weight 2k, level N , and trivial
character; it is cuspidal if k > 1, and for every newform f of weight
2k and level N , we have
L(k, f, A) =
(4pi)2k
2(2k − 2)!D1/2 (f,GA).
For k = 1, see [11], Prop. 9.1, and for general k, this is in [12],
Theorem 5.6 and [14], Theorem 5.2. (See also [13], where the case D
prime is treated.)
2.2. The exact average formula. Let
E = E2,N =
∞∑
n=0
an(E)q
n
denote a holomorphic Eisenstein series for Γ0(N) of weight 2. Since
N is prime, the modular curve Y0(N) has only two cusps, namely ∞
and 0. It then follows that E is unique up to scalar multiple, and so
E(z)/a0(E) is well defined with constant term 1 at ∞. To be specific,
we will take
E(z) =
N − 1
12
+
∞∑
m=1
σN (m)q
m,
where σN (m) =
∑
d|m,(d,N)=1 d.
For A ∈ Pic(OK), with GA being as in the previous section, put
(4) GcuspA (z) : GA(z)− δk=1
b0,A
a0(E)
E(z),
with δk,1 being 1 (resp. 0) if k = 1 (resp. k 6= 1). Then GcuspA is
a holomorphic cusp form of level N , weight 2k, and trivial character,
with coefficients am(G
cusp
A ).
Lemma 2.1. For −D an odd fundamental discriminant and N a prime
inert in K, we have, for any m ≥ 1,
2(2k − 2)!D1/2
(4pi)2k
∑
f∈F2k(N)
L(k, f, A)
〈f, f〉 am(f)
= am(G
cusp
A ) = bm,A − δk=1
b0,A
a0(E)
am(E)
In order to prove this, we first need the following
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Lemma 2.2. Assume that N is a prime which is inert in K =
Q[
√−D]. Let ϕ be any old form in S2k(N). Then we have, for ev-
ery A ∈ Pic(OK),
(ϕ,GcuspA ) = 0.
There is nothing to prove when k < 6, since S2k(1) is zero in that
case (cf. [Lan], for example.) Such a Lemma will not in general hold
for composite N .
Proof of Lemma 2.2. Since ϕ is cuspidal, it suffices to prove that
(ϕ,GA) = 0. Put
GΨ :=
∑
A∈Pic(OK)
Ψ(A)GA
which is modular form of weight 1 and character χ−D. It is sufficient
to show that (ϕ,GΨ) = 0 for all ideal class characters Ψ of K. If
ϕ =
∑∞
n=1 an(ϕ)q
n, put
(5) D(s, ϕ× θΨ) =
∞∑
n=1
an(ϕ)an(θΨ)
ns
Then the Rankin-Selberg method give the identity
(6) (2pi)−kΓ(k)D(k, ϕ× θΦ) = 〈f,TrND/N (θΦE2k−1,N)〉
where E2k−1,N is the result of slashing a holomorphic Eisentein series
of weight 2k − 1 (and character χ−D) with the Atkin involution uN ,
and TrND/D denotes the trace from S2k(ND) to S2k(N). In fact, the
calculations of Gross and Zagier ([GZ]) show that
(7) GΨ = TrND/N(θΨE2k−1,N).
Now let ϕ be a newform of level 1 (and weight 2k). Then since N is
prime, it defines two old forms of level N , namely ϕ1(z) = ϕ(z) and
ϕ2(z) = ϕ(Nz), so that am(ϕ2) is zero unless N |m, and amN(ϕ2) =
am(ϕ). Since the new and old forms are orthogonal to each other
under (·, ·), and since the space of old forms of level N are spanned by
{ϕd, d = 1, N} with ϕ running overl all the cusp forms of level 1, it
suffices to prove that each D(k, ϕd × θΨ) = 0. Let d = 1. Then one
obtains (by section 3, Lemma 1, of [Sh]):
(8) L(2k, χ−D)D(k, ϕd × θΨ) = L(k, ϕ× θΨ).
Since L(x, χ−D) is non-zero at s = 2k (which is in the region of absolute
convergence), it reduces to checking the vanishing of the right hand
side. Since ϕ has level 1, the root number of L(k, ϕ × θΨ) is −1,
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yielding the requisite vanishing. When d = N,D(k, ϕd × θΨ) is still a
non-zero multiple of L(k, ϕ× θΨ), which is zero.

Proof of Lemma 2.1 We may choose an orthogonal basis B of
S2k(N) to be of the form F2k(N) ∪ B′, where B′ consists of old forms.
Clearly we have
(9)
∑
f∈B
(f,GcuspA )
〈f, f〉 = G
cusp
A .
In view of the Lemma, the sum on the left hand side needs to run only
over newforms f . Applying Theorem 6, and using (8), we obtain
2(2k − 2)!D1/2
(4pi)2k
∑
f∈F2k(N)
L(f,Ψ, k)
〈f, f〉 = G
cusp
A .
The lemma now follows by taking the m-coefficient of the above iden-
tity.

Proof of Theorem 1 The exact average formula follows by perform-
ing the averaging
∑
A∈Pic(OK)
Ψ(A) . . . on both sides of the formula in
Lemma 2.1 using the formula (5) for the coefficients bm.A, and by noting
that
am(E)
a0(E)
=
12
N − 1σN (m)
and that b0,A =
h
2u2
.

3. Subconvex Bounds
In this section, we prove Corollary 2. By the work of Waldspurger,
Guo and Jacquet ([Guo, Wal]; also [KZ] for Ψ = 1K),
L(k, f,Ψ) ≥ 0.
Thus from formula (2) for m = 1, we have
(2k − 2)!D1/2
2(4pi)2k
L(f,Ψ, k)
〈f, f〉 ≤
h
u
+
D
N∑
n=1
|Ψk(n,Ψ, N)|
Since |Pk−1(x)| ≤ 1 for |x| ≤ 1 and R(n), |rΨ(n)| ≤ d(n) (where d(n) is
the number of divisors of n), so that
R(n)|rΨ(D − nN)| ≤ d(n)2 + d(D − nN)2,
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we see that the n-sum on the right side is bounded by D
N
(logD)3. From
the class number formula, we have
h≪ D1/2 logD
and
〈f, f〉 ≪ (4pi)−2k(2k − 1)!N(log kN)3
as follows from [ILS], (2.3), (unlike the corresponding bound for Maass
forms ([HL]) this upper bound is elementary since f holomorphic so its
Fourier coefficients satisfy the Ramanujan—Petersson bound). Thus
we see that
L(f,Ψ, k)≪ (log kN)3(logD)3k(N +D1/2).

4. Application to non-vanishing
We prove here Theorem 2. Arguing exactly as above we have
(2k − 2)!D1/2
2(4pi)2k
∑
f∈F2k(N)
L(f,Ψ, k)
〈f, f〉 =
h
u
− δ6(h/u)
2
N − 1 +O
(
D
N
(logD)3
)
=
h
u
+O
(
D
N
(logD)3
)
By Siegel’s Theorem, which gives h = D1/2+o(1), we see that the right
side is positive as soon as N > D1/2+δ for some δ > 0. If N > D, then
we are in the stable range and we have
(10)
(2k − 2)!D1/2
2(4pi)2k
∑
f∈F2k(N)
L(f,Ψ, k)
〈f, f〉 =
h
u
(
1− δ6(h/u)
N − 1
)
.
When δ = 0, this concludes the proof of Theorem 2 since h ≥ 1. 
Suppose now that δ = 1 (ie. k = 1,Ψ = 1K). Then we remark that
D
N∑
n=1
Ψ1(n, 1, N) ≥ 0
so that
(2k − 2)!D1/2
2(4pi)2k
∑
f∈F2k(N)
L(f,Ψ, k)
〈f, f〉 ≥
h
u
(
1− 6(h/u)
N − 1
)
combining the proof of Theorem 3. 
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5. Non-vanishing mod p
5.1. Algebraic Parts of L-values. Let us put
(11) Lalg(k, f,Ψ) = (−1)k(2pi)−2k(k − 1)!2g(χD)L(k, f,Ψ)〈f, f〉 ,
where g(Ψ) is the Gauss sum. Then it is known, by Shimura ([Shi],
see also [Hid1]), that Lalg(k, f, ψ) is an algebraic number obeying the
reciprocity law:
Lalg(k, fσ,Ψσ) = Lalg(k, f,Ψ)σ,
for every automorphism σ of C.
Next recall that for Ψ = 1K , L(k, f,Ψ) factors as L(k, f)L(k, f ⊗
χ−D). For any Dirichlet character ν, the algebraic part of L(k, f ⊗ ν)
is given by
(12) Lalg(k, f ⊗ ν) = g(ν)(k − 1)! L(k, f, ν)
(−2pii)kc±(f) ,
where c±(f) is a fundamental period of f , with ± = ν(−1). Again, one
has for any automorphism σ of C, Lalg(k, fσ ⊗ νσ) is Lalg(k, f ⊗ ν)σ.
This leads to the near-factorization
(13) ηfL
alg(k, f, 1K) = L
alg(k, f)Lalg(k, f ⊗ χ−D),
where ηf equals, thanks to a series of papers of Hida (cf. [Hid1], [Hid2]),
Wiles ([Wil]), Taylor-Wiles ([TW]), and Diamond-Flach-Guo ([DFG]),
the order of the congruence module of f , i.,e the number which counts
the congruences of f with other modular forms of the same weight and
level.
5.2. Proof of Theorems 4 and 5. From the definition of the alge-
braic part, the hypothesis of Theorem 4 and the formula (9), used in
conjunction with δ = 0, we have (up to multiplication by a p-unit)∑
f∈F2k(N)
Lalg(k, f,Ψ) =
h
u
.
The conclusion of Theorem 4 is immediate.
For the proof of Theorem 5, we have, assuming that N > pD,∑
f∈F2k(N)
Lalg(k, f, 1K) =
h
u
(
1− 12(h/u)
N − 1
)
.
Therefore the conclusion holds except possibly if p|(1− 6(h/u)
N−1
). Suppose
we are in that latter case. Then we apply the exact formula of Corollary
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1 with m = p and get∑
f∈F2k(N)
Lalg(k, f, 1K)ap(f) =
h
u
(
R(p)− 6(h/u)
N − 1 (p+ 1)
)
R(p) is either 0 or 2, if it is zero, then the left hand side of the previous
formula is not divisible by p. If R(p) = 2, then 2− 6(h/u)
N−1
is not divisible
by p since by assumption p|(1− 6(h/u)
N−1
). So we are done in all cases.
5.3. Proof of Theorem 6. Here are restricting to the weight 2 case,
and by the theory of modular symbols, cf. Stevens [Ste] and Vatsal
[Vat1] - see also Prasanna [Pra] - we know that for any Dirichlet char-
acter ν, the special value Lalg(1, f ⊗ ν) is integral except possibly at
the Eisenstein primes; these are the primes dividing
N˜ :=
∏
q|N
q(q2 − 1),
which is related to the order of the cuspidal divisor class group, studied
for modular curves, among others, by Kubert and Lang.
We may, and we will, choose N to lie in the infinite family of primes
which are inert in K and are such that p ∤ N˜ .
Now Theorem 6 follows by the near-factorization (13) of Lalg(1, f, 1K).
It may be useful to note that when f has Q-coefficients, with associ-
ated elliptic curve E over Q, one knows (cf. Flach [Fla]) that any
prime dividing ηF also divides the degree of the modular parametriza-
tion X0(N)→ E.
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